Overdistribution is a form of memory distortion in which an event is remembered as belonging to too many episodic states, states that are logically or empirically incompatible with each other. We investigated a response formatting method of suppressing 2 basic types of overdistribution, disjunction and conjunction illusions, which parallel some classic illusions in the judgment and decision making literature. In this method, subjects respond to memory probes by rating their confidence that test cues belong to specific episodic states (e.g., presented on List 1, presented on List 2), rather than by making the usual categorical judgments about those states. The central prediction, which was derived from the task calibration principle of fuzzy-trace theory, was that confidence ratings should reduce overdistribution by diminishing subjects' reliance on noncompensatory gist memories. The data of 3 experiments agreed with that prediction. In Experiment 1, there were reliable disjunction illusions with categorical judgments but not with confidence ratings. In Experiment 2, both response formats produced reliable disjunction illusions, but those for confidence ratings were much smaller than those for categorical judgments. In Experiment 3, there were reliable conjunction illusions with categorical judgments but not with confidence ratings. Apropos of recent controversies over confidence-accuracy correlations in memory, such correlations were positive for hits, negative for correct rejections, and the 2 types of correlations were of equal magnitude.
Over the past three decades, false memory has been one of the most widely studied topics in psychology, for both theoretical and practical reasons. Practical motivations have been especially prominent, owing to high-stakes situations in which these errors have quite undesirable consequences (e.g., sworn testimony in courtrooms, eyewitness identifications during police investigations, reports of symptoms during emergency room treatment, reports of battlefield experiences, and interrogation-induced reports of criminal acts). Inevitably, the scientific study of false memories has revealed broader distortion phenomena, of which false memories are examples. This article is concerned with one of them, overdistribution illusions.
Overdistribution illusions measure the tendency to remember events as belonging to too many episodic states. Although overdistribution was first studied in connection with false memories, it is a more encompassing distortion that arises from noncompensatory relations among mutually incompatible ways of remembering an event, and it occurs for true as well as false memories (Brainerd, Wang, Reyna, & Nakamura, 2015) . Relations exist among memories of events that are objectively compensatory inasmuch as remembering an event in one way ought to preclude remembering it in other ways, by reason of logical or empirical contradiction. On a history test, for instance, remembering that cancer caused Churchill's death and that Einstein was born in Switzerland, which are both false, should rule out remembering that Churchill died from a stroke and that Einstein was born in Germany. Conversely, remembering that Churchill died from a stroke and that Einstein was born in Germany, which are both true, should rule out remembering that Churchill died from cancer and that Einstein was born in Switzerland. However, the data show that when subjects remember an event in one way, their tendency to remember it in other incompatible ways is not reduced by equivalent amountsallowing Churchill to die more than once and Einstein to be born in more than one place.
The original examples of overdistribution, disjunction illusions, were detected in conjoint recognition experiments (Brainerd & Reyna, 2008) . These are standard false memory designs in which subjects respond to recognition tests that are composed of three types of test cues: old targets (O; e.g., sofa), new-similar distractors (NS; e.g., couch), and new-dissimilar distractors (ND; e.g., tomato). The novel feature of conjoint recognition is that three types of judgments are factorially crossed with these cues: old? (O?), new-similar? (NS?), and old-or-new-similar? (O-or-NS?) . Naturally, subjects exhibit false memories in this paradigm-the probabilities of judging NS cues to be O and of judging O cues to be NS are greater than zero. However, disjunction illusions refer to the fact that the complementary probabilities of true memories (judging NS cues to be NS and O cues to be O) are not then reduced by commensurate amounts; that is, true and false memory are not fully compensatory.
Both findings are shown in Figure 1 , for a corpus of 264 sets of conjoint recognition data. The false memory finding can be seen in Panel A, where the mean probabilities of remembering NS cues to be O and O cues to be NS are both well above zero, and the noncompensation finding can be seen in Panel B. Concerning Panel B, if the probability of remembering NS cues to be O reduces the probability of remembering them to be NS by an equivalent amount, then the sum of those two probabilities will equal the probability of remembering them to be O-or-NS, and likewise for O cues.
Explicitly, p(O|NS) ϩ p(NS|NS) ϭ p(O-or-NS|NS), and p(O|O) ϩ p(NS|O) ϭ p(O-or-NS|O).
However, if remembering a cue as belonging to one of these states does not reduce the probability of remembering it as belonging to the other incompatible state by an equivalent amount, then the sum of those two probabilities will exceed the probability of remembering it to be O-or-NS; 
that is, p(O|NS) ϩ p(NS|NS) Ͼ p(O or NS|NS), and p(O|O) ϩ p(NS|O) Ͼ p(O or NS|O). Panel B shows the latter pattern.
Psychologically, Figure 1 means that item memory exhibits a reality violation that is analogous to a well-known reality violation in physics, quantum superposition (Brainerd, Wang, & Reyna, 2013; Brainerd et al., 2015; Wang & Busemeyer, 2015, in press ).
In physics, quantum superposition refers to the fact that particles can occupy mutually incompatible physical states (e.g., spinning up and spinning down), whereas in memory, items can occupy mutually incompatible episodic states (e.g., presented and not presented in Figure 1 ). There are deeper commonalities at a mathematical level: The nonadditive relations among response probabilities that demonstrate that items can occupy mutually incompatible episodic states parallel the nonadditive relations that supply classical demonstrations of superposition in physics (see Feynman, Leighton, & Sands, 1965) , and both types of relations can be modeled in the same way-namely, as superposed state vectors in a Hilbert space . Theoretical analysis of the types of traces that support memory for a given episodic state shows that some should confer this superposition property, whereas others should produce compensatory relations among incompatible states.
Here, Brainerd et al. (2015) pointed out that in fuzzy-trace theory's (FTT) distinction between verbatim and gist traces, gist traces are noncompensatory while verbatim traces are compensatory. According to that distinction, subjects store and retrieve verbatim traces of targets plus gist traces of their senses, patterns, and meanings in parallel. For instance, in the sofa-couch example, a verbatim trace of sofa's surface form plus gist traces such as "living room furniture" are stored in parallel during list presentation and retrieved in parallel on memory tests. Relying on gist traces supports noncompensatory responses to both true and false memory probes. With sofa, for instance, the gist memory that some of the list words referred to living room furniture is obviously consistent with sofa being either a target or a similar distractor, allowing subjects to remember it as old on O? probes and as new-similar on NS? probes. With couch, the same gist memory is obviously consistent with this cue being either a target or a similar distractor, also allowing subjects to remember it as both old and new-similar. Summing up, the overdistribution pattern in Figure 1 follows if subjects sometimes rely on gist traces of meaning content to make O? and NS? judgments about test cues.
In contrast, as has been widely discussed in research on false memory editing (e.g., Gallo, 2004; Lampinen, Odegard, & Neuschatz, 2004) , verbatim traces support compensatory responses to both O and NS cues. With sofa, relying on verbatim traces of its earlier presentation supports remembering it as old on O? probes and not remembering it as new on NS? probes ("No, sofa cannot be new because I clearly remember seeing it on the list."). With couch, relying on verbatim traces of the presentation of its corresponding target supports remembering it as new-similar on NS? probes and not remembering it as old on O? probes ("It was sofa, not couch, that I saw on the list.").
Recently, overdistribution has also been studied with a sourcemonitoring paradigm that allows a further example of such distortion to be investigated, conjunction illusions (Brainerd, Holliday, Nakamura, & Reyna, 2014) . In source-monitoring experiments (e.g., Dennis et al., 2008; Hicks & Starns, 2006a; Kurilla & Westerman, 2010) , subjects usually encode words in one and only one of two (or more) distinct contexts, such as List 1 versus List 2, and then respond to a series of test cues composed of words from each context plus distractors. In most experiments, subjects make an old/new judgment about each cue, followed by a forcedchoice source judgment if and only if the cue is judged to be old. In studies of overdistribution, however, the test is modified so that This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
three judgments are factorially crossed with the three types of cues: presented on List 1? (L 1 ?), presented on List 2? (L 2 ?), and presented on either List 1 or List 2? (L 1 -or-L 2 ?). Disjunction illusions are the twin findings that (a) the probabilities of judging L 1 cues to have been encoded on L 2 and L 2 cues to have been encoded on L 1 are both greater than zero (false memory), and (b) the probabilities of the incompatible judgments that L 1 cues were encoded on L 1 and L 2 cues were encoded on L 2 are not reduced by comparable amounts (noncompensation). Similar to conjoint recognition experiments, then, p(L 1 |L 1 ) ϩ p(L 2 |L 1 ) Ͼ p(L 1 -or-L 2 |L 1 ) and p(L 1 |L 2 ) ϩ p(L 2 |L 2 ) Ͼ p(L 1 -or-L 2 |L 2 ). Psychologically, this means that source memory displays the same superposition property as item memory. A key distinction between the conjoint recognition and sourcemonitoring procedures for studying overdistribution is that O and NS are logically incompatible states, whereas the incompatibility between the L 1 and L 2 states is empirical. (Although no test cues are presented on both lists, they could have been.) Thus, it is possible, without logical contradiction, to request conjunctive judgments (presented on List 1 and List 2? [L 1 -and-L 2 ?]) with the source-monitoring procedure. If the relation between true and false memories of a cue's source is truly noncompensatory, then surprisingly, the probability that the cue is erroneously judged to have been presented on both lists should be greater than zero. Brainerd et al. (2014) detected such conjunction illusions in experiments in which they replaced the disjunctive judgments in the aforementioned design with conjunctive ones, while holding other design factors constant. Even more surprising, the subjects in some conditions judged it to be more probable that a cue appeared on all lists than that it appeared on one of the individual lists, which is impossible.
In this article, we report some experiments that dealt with the question of whether disjunction and conjunction illusions can be suppressed with a theoretically motivated manipulation that should diminish reliance on noncompensatory memory information. Our general approach is predicated on the fact that although these illusions have been detected with a variety of materials, they have been measured using memory tests that request categorical judgments about test cues (e.g., agree-disagree). Certain lines of research in the judgment and decision making literature (e.g., Kuhberger, Schulte-Mecklenbeck, & Perner, 1999; Kühberger Tanner, 2010; Mills, Reyna, & Estrada, 2008; supply theoretical grounds for supposing that categorical judgments allow more latitude for subjects to rely on inherently noncompensatory memories than do other, more differentiated, response formats. The same lines of research suggest that it may be possible to lessen such reliance by shifting from categorical judgments to confidence ratings, thereby reducing or eliminating overdistribution illusions. We discuss the theoretical basis for that prediction below, before presenting the experiments. Brainerd et al. (2015) showed that in source-monitoring designs, noncompensatory relations among incompatible episodic memories also fall out as a prediction of FTTs verbatim-gist principle; that is, if subjects sometimes rely on gist traces when responding to source probes such as L 1 ? and L 2 ?, source memory will be noncompensatory. For instance, if trumpet is a List 1 target, gist memories such as "musical instrument" can be used interchangeably to correctly accept it on L 1 probes and erroneously accept it on L 2 probes. Consistent with this principle, overdistribution in source-monitoring experiments has been tied to variability in reliance on gist memories: Higher levels of overdistribution are observed in subjects who prefer to rely on gist rather than verbatim memory and in conditions in which gist memories are strengthened by presenting multiple targets that exemplify the same semantic content (Brainerd, Reyna, Holliday, & Nakamura, 2012; Nakamura & Brainerd, 2013) .
Overview of the Research
At a more general level, there is much evidence that subjects rely on gist memories in classic source paradigms. In the Loftus (1975) misinformation procedure, for instance, it has long been known that (a) rates of false memory for suggested events (incorrectly judging them to have occurred during the encoding phase) are higher when they preserve the semantic content of the encoding phase than when they do not (e.g., Bjorklund et al., 2000 ; for a review see, Titcomb & Reyna, 1995) and that (b) subjects sometimes judge such suggested events to have only occurred during the encoding phase and to have only occurred during the misinformation phase (e.g., Thierry, Lamb, Pipe, & Spence, 2010) . In another widely used paradigm, process dissociation (Jacoby, 1991) , judging that an item was presented with one configuration of contextual details (font, color, and position) and was also presented with another configuration increases as the semantic overlap between the contexts increases (e.g., Brainerd & Reyna, 2008; Mcbride & Shoudel, 2003) . More recent evidence of reliance on memory for the semantic content of targets when making erroneous source judgments can be found in a variety of articles, including Arndt (2012) and Ball, DeWitt, Knight, and Hicks (2014) .
We assumed as a working hypothesis that reliance on noncompensatory gist memories is at least partially responsible for overdistribution illusions. (We consider another potential contributors in the General Discussion.) If so, it should be possible, while holding other design factors constant, to reduce overdistribution illusions by imposing conditions that diminish reliance on such memories. This bring us to the judgment and decision making literature and a principle called task calibration that FTT uses to account for some surprising effects (e.g., preference reversals) and to predict others (e.g., risk perception reversals, nonnumerical framing illusions).
Task Calibration
FTT is an example of theoretical approaches to judgment and decision making that implement the hypothesis that illusions and biases must somehow be rooted in basic memory processes, such as working memory capacity (e.g., Dougherty & Hunter, 2003; Dougherty & Sprenger, 2006) or selective retrieval (e.g., Johnson, Haubl, & Keinan, 2007; Ting & Wallsten, 2011 ) FTT explains such phenomena-the Allais paradox, the framing illusion, and hindsight bias, for instance-as by-products of reliance on gist memories (Reyna & Brainerd, 2011) . Specifically, subjects store verbatim and gist traces in parallel and retrieve them in parallel, but they prefer to rely on the bottom-line meaning of problem information rather than the verbatim details that ensure logically coherent reasoning. In the gain frame of the classic Asian disease farming problem (Tversky & Kahneman, 1986) , for example, the This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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categorical gist of the two options (A ϭ 200 people will be saved; B ϭ a 1/3 probability that 600 people will be saved and 2/3 probability that no people will be saved) is A ϭ people are saved and B ϭ people are saved and people die (Reyna & Brainerd, 1991) . That gist obviously creates a preference for the certain option over the gamble, whereas processing the verbatim numerical details produces indifference (the options have the same expected value). In the loss frame, the categorical gist of the two options (C ϭ 400 people will die; D ϭ a 1/3 probability that nobody will die and 2/3 probability that 600 people will die) is C ϭ people die and D ϭ people live and people die. Now, the gist favors the gamble over the certain option, whereas the verbatim details of the numbers are still indifferent with respect to the two options. Thus, the tendency to rely on categorical gist foments the framing illusion-statistical preferences for certain options in the gain frame but gambles in the loss frame. The task calibration principle posits that despite the baseline preference for simple gist on reasoning problems, the demands of the response format and the specificity of the cues that are provided in the problem information influence that preference (Corbin, Reyna, Weldon, & Brainerd, 2015) . The general rule is that reliance on gist shrinks as response formats and problem cues become increasingly numerical and differentiated (Wolfe & Reyna, 2010) . To illustrate, categorical gists, such as those described above, will work when the response format involves choices among discrete options, but not when it involves producing numerical estimates: If you like apartment A more than apartment B, that suffices to choose which you prefer to live in, but not to decide how much more you are willing to pay to live in apartment A (Reyna & Brainerd, 2011) . FTT uses task calibration to explain phenomena such as preference reversals (e.g., Slovic & Lichtenstein, 1983) , in which reasoning is inconsistent across response formats that differ in specificity. In the standard example, subjects prefer option A over option B when asked to choose between them, but they are willing to pay more for B when asked to specify the dollar amounts that they will pay for each. For instance, this reversal occurs when some subjects choose between options while other subjects specify exact dollar amounts with options such as A ϭ a 3/4 chance of winning $1.20 and a 1/4 chance of losing $.10 versus B ϭ a 1/4 chance of winning $9.20 and a 3/4 chance of losing $2.00. At the level of categorical gist, subjects treat 10 cents as nothing, so that the gist of A is "winning something or losing nothing" and the gist of B is "winning something or losing something," favoring A over B for subjects who chose between them (Stone, Yates, & Parker, 1994) . That does not suffice for subjects whose task is to specify how much to pay for each option, and now, they are willing to pay more for B than for A.
Beyond explaining existing effects, task calibration has predicted some surprising new ones, such as reversals in personal risk perception (Mills et al., 2008) and nonnumerical framing illusions . In the former, which are response format effects, subjects judge the perceived risk of certain behaviors (e.g., unprotected sex) and the perceived frequency with which they engage in them, and negative correlations (the higher perceived risk, the lower the judged frequency) are typical (e.g., HalpernFelsher, Biehl, Kropp, & Rubinstein, 2004) . Mills et al. noted that subjects made categorical judgments (e.g., Are you likely to get pregnant?) in those studies, for which simple gists about personal behavior suffice. They hypothesized that if graded numerical judgments were made instead (e.g., How likely are you are to get pregnant on a 0 -100 scale?), gist reliance would decrease, and the sign of the correlation would change from negative to positive (the higher the perceived risk, the higher the judged frequency). Their reasoning was that suppressing gist reliance means that (a) a larger proportion of subjects' responses will be based on verbatim memories of specific instances of a risky behavior (e.g., instances of unprotected sex) and (b) that produces positive correlations because the perceived risk of such behavior will increase as the number of instances increases. Consistent with task calibration, Mills et al. found negative correlations with categorical judgments but positive correlations with graded numerical judgments.
The other example of task calibration predictions, nonnumerical framing illusions, involves the specificity of the cues in problem information. Recall that all of the options in framing problems provide subjects with detailed numerical information, such as a 1/3 probability that 600 people are saved and 2/3 probability that no people are saved. As we saw, FTT assumes that subjects rely more on the categorical gist of these options, which generates framing illusions, than on the verbatim numbers, which works against the illusion. This leads to the prediction that the framing illusion will increase if some or all of the numerical information is stripped out of the options. Consistent with task calibration, it is well established that, indeed, nonnumerical versions of framing problems (e.g., A ϭ people are saved; B ϭ people are saved and people die; C ϭ people die; D ϭ people live and people die) produce more robust illusions than standard numerical problems (e.g., Kühberger & Tanner, 2010; Reyna & Brainerd, 1991; .
Reducing Overdistribution With Confidence Ratings
This brings us back to episodic memory. If noncompensatory gist memories foment overdistribution illusions, an obvious strategy for reducing them is to exploit the calibration principle to decrease gist reliance. That certain test formats have this effect is a familiar idea in the false memory literature (Brainerd & Reyna, 2005) . One example is recall versus recognition. The key finding there is that with NS items, for which gist traces are available but verbatim traces are not, false memory levels are consistently lower with recall (e.g., Seamon et al., 2002) . In the experiments that we report, we compared overdistribution illusions in conditions in which subjects made the usual categorical item and source judgments to conditions in which they made ratings of item and source confidence. According to the calibration principle, such graded numerical judgments ought to reduce reliance on noncompensatory gist, relative to categorical judgments, reducing overdistribution illusions if such memories are an important factor in those illusions.
Naturally, confidence ratings have a long history in many domains of psychology (see Busey, Tunnicliff, Loftus, & Loftus, 2000) . In memory research, they are widely used to plot the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) in recognition (e.g., Heathcote, 2003; Heathcote, Bora, & Freeman, 2010; Lampinen, Odegard, Blackshear, & Toglia, 2005; Lampinen, Watkins, & Odegard, 2006) , and to separate the effects of recollection from those of familiarity (e.g., Malmberg, 2008; Parks, Murray, Elfman, & Yonelinas, 2011) . In the applied sphere, witnesses to crimes normally provide confidence ratings for categorical judgments about This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
suspects during identification tests (e.g., Brewer & Wells, 2006; Jones, Williams, & Brewer, 2008; Juslin, Olsson, & Winman, 1996; Wells & Murray, 1984) , with the ratings being presented as evidence at trial. In other fields of memory research, confidence ratings are used to measure subjects' prospective perceptions of the difficulty of learning different types of items (e.g., Finn & Metcalfe, 2008; Mueller, Dunlosky, Tauber, & Rhodes, 2014; Thiede & Dunlosky, 1999) and their retrospective perceptions of how well they have learned items that they cannot recall (e.g., Koriat & Levy-Sadot, 2001; Tekcan & Akturk, 2001; Thomas, Bulevich, & Dubois, 2011) . In the present research, confidence ratings function as a theoretically motivated procedure for reducing subjects' reliance on gist memories of the semantic content of list items. FTT assumes that retrieval of verbatim and gist memories is controlled by test cues (e.g., sofa, trumpet), but the degree to which subjects rely on gist to generate responses is influenced by response format. On episodic memory tasks, such as item or source recognition, verbatim memories trump gist because verbatim traces contain vivid, specific information about an item's presentation (Brainerd & Reyna, 2005) . When verbatim, traces are not retrieved, subjects may rely on nonspecific gist. Here, the calibration principle specifies that subjects are less likely to rely on gist when making graded numerical responses than when making categorical judgments, and hence, confidence ratings should reduce disjunction and conjunction illusions. Two existing lines of evidence that are congruent with the view that confidence ratings reduce gist reliance are (a) confidence rating data for different types of cues in false memory experiments and (b) correlations between confidence ratings and reports of realistic recollective phenomenology.
Concerning a, consider a standard false memory design in which subjects make categorical (old/new) recognition judgments about O, NS, and ND cues. Verbatim traces are only stored for O cues, so that hits are a mix of verbatim and gist processing and response bias, whereas false alarms to NS cues are a mix of gist processing and response bias. In certain experiments (e.g., Hauschildt, Peters, Jelinek, & Moritz, 2012) , subjects provide confidence ratings following hits and false alarms. If it is true that such ratings deemphasize gist reliance, they should be lower for NS false alarms than for O hits because only gist memories support the former, whereas verbatim as well as gist memories support the latter. Lower confidence ratings for NS false alarms than for O hits is a ubiquitous result (Brainerd & Reyna, 2005) , and some experiments by DeSoto and Roediger (2014) provide a recent illustration. Subjects studied word lists composed of blocks of exemplars of familiar categories (e.g., birds), with presented and unpresented exemplars serving as O and NS cues, respectively, on recognition tests. Over these experiments, mean confidence ratings (0 -100 scale) following old judgments were 84 and 62 for O and NS cues, respectively.
Concerning b, if subjects rely less on gist memory when making confidence ratings than when making categorical judgments, increasing the proportion of O hits that are verbatim-based by default, another obvious prediction is that confidence ratings will correlate positively with reports of vivid, realistic study phase details, which are traditional phenomenological signals of reliance on verbatim memory (Lampinen et al., 2005) . In particular, the phenomenology that subjects experience when they assign higher confidence values to old judgments about O cues ought to be richer in vivid, realistic details than when they assign lower confidence values because higher ratings should reflect higher proportions of verbatim-based hits. Selmeczy and Dobbins (2014) found that this was indeed the case when subjects provided extemporaneous descriptions of the phenomenologies that were associated with confidence ratings. Over two experiments, the highest confidence rating produced realistic phenomenological statements 46% of time, whereas lower confidence ratings produced such statements 13% of the time.
In the sections that follow, we report three experiments in which categorical judgments versus confidence ratings supplied the core manipulation. In Experiment 1, we compared the magnitude of disjunction illusions under the two response formats, using the same two-list procedure that originally identified these illusions in source monitoring (Brainerd et al., 2012) . A key finding was that although illusions were present with categorical judgments at levels comparable to prior experiments, they were unreliable with confidence ratings. In Experiment 2, we again compared disjunction illusions under the two response formats, but this time, we used a three-list procedure that generates illusions that are far more robust. Now, although disjunction illusions were greatly reduced for confidence ratings relative to categorical judgments, they were statistically reliable in some conditions with confidence ratings. Finally, in Experiment 3, we compared conjunction illusions under the two response formats, again using a three-list procedure that produces especially robust illusions (Brainerd et al., 2014) . The effects of response format were dramatic: Conjunction illusions were present in all conditions with categorical judgments but were unreliable in all of those same conditions with confidence ratings.
Experiment 1
This experiment paralleled the design of the original studies of disjunction illusions in source monitoring, with subjects studying two lists of words that were accompanied by distinctive contextual details (different fonts and background colors). The lists were followed by a recognition test on which three types of test cues (List 1 targets, List 2 targets, and distractors) were factorially crossed with two types of source probes (L 1 ? and L 2 ?) plus an item probe (L 1 -or-L 2 ?). Half of the subjects responded to these probes by making categorical judgments (accept-reject), and half responded by rating their confidence that each probe was true. Although the general prediction, based on the calibration principle, is that confidence ratings should shrink disjunction illusions by decreasing reliance on noncompensatory gist memories, there was also a prediction about how it would affect performance on source versus item probes. Prior research shows that subjects are aware of differences in the inherent memory demands of different types of source tests and of source versus item tests, and that this influences the memory content that they rely on when responding to test probes (e.g., Hicks & Starns, 2006a , 2006b ). This suggests that the subjects ought to be more susceptible to the gist-suppression effect of confidence ratings with source probes than with item probes, for the simple reason that relying on gist memories produces errors with the former (false alarms to incorrect source probes) but not with the latter.
As the central theoretical hypothesis is that gist reliance foments overdistribution and confidence judgments reduce such reliance, our experiments included two other manipulations that were inThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
tended to produce quantitative differences in the accessibility of the two types of traces, one that elevates verbatim accessibility (list order) and one that elevates gist accessibility (word frequency). Concerning list order, FTT assumes that verbatim traces carry the contextual details that are necessary to make source discriminations, and various findings from misinformation experiments show that memory for such details is more sensitive to retroactive interference (Reyna & Lloyd, 1997) . This seems to be a key basis for misinformation effects, wherein subjects falsely remember events that only occurred during the misinformation phase as having occurred earlier, when targets were presented (e.g., Lindsay & Johnson, 1989) . In the present paradigm, this simply means that subjects will be more likely to access verbatim memories of contextual details for List 2 words than for List 1 words (Brainerd et al., 2012) . Concerning word frequency, it is well established that recognition memory is better for low-than for high-frequency words (Hall, 1979 ). This appears to be a semantic-processing effect that occurs because the semantic content of low-frequency words receives more processing attention than that of highfrequency words (e.g., Estes & Maddox, 2002; Ozubko & Joordens, 2011) . The implication for our research is that subjects will be more likely to access verbatim traces of List 2 targets than List 1 targets, and they will be more likely to access gist traces of low-than of high-frequency targets. A key reason for including these manipulations was to provide further tests of the task calibration principle's analysis of confidence ratings. As mentioned, task calibration assumes that confidence ratings do not affect the accessibility of verbatim or gist traces on item and source tests, but simply affect subjects' tendency to base responses on the latter. In any given List ϫ Frequency condition, subjects are assumed to retrieve the same verbatim and gist memories with both response formats but to rely less on gist with confidence ratings. Under that scenario, the list and frequency manipulations ought to have the same qualitative effects under the two response formats because the same verbatim and gist memories are being retrieved.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 224 introductory psychology students who participated in the experiment to fulfill a course requirement. Individual subjects were randomly assigned to one of two response format conditions: categorical judgments or confidence ratings. The sample sizes for this experiment and for Experiments 2 and 3 were determined by computing estimated statistical power (␤ Ͼ .8), based on the results of prior experiments on disjunction and conjunction illusions (Brainerd et al., 2012 (Brainerd et al., , 2014 . Very similar procedures were used in those experiments, except for the present confidence rating condition. Based on those experiments, the present samples sizes would allow even small disjunction illusion effects (e.g., d ϭ .20) to be detected with ␤ Ͼ .8.
Materials. A pool of 256 nouns was created, using the Kucera and Francis (1967) frequency norms and the Toglia and Battig (1978) semantic word norms. The pool consisted of two groups of words, each containing 128 items: (a) high-frequency nouns (HF; e.g., industry) and (b) low-frequency nouns (LF; e.g., barnacle). The mean frequency values (per million in printed text) were 72.4 (HF) and 2.0 (LF). The two study lists that were administered to individual subjects were generated by sampling (without replacement) 48 words from the pool, 24 HF and 24 LF, such that mean word length did not differ for HF versus LF words. The cue words on the test lists that were administered to individual subjects consisted of (a) these 96 presented words, and (b) 96 distractors that were obtained by sampling a further 48 HF words and 48 LF words, subject to the same length constraint, from the words that remained in pool.
Each subject viewed two lists of words, with each list being accompanied by distinctive contextual details that were generated by presenting all of the words on that list in one of several different fonts (e.g., Algerian, Broadway, and Script) against one of several background colors (e.g., yellow, white, and pink). Thus, each list context was distinguished by a specific combination of temporal order, font, and background color details.
During the study phase, 108 words were presented, 54 on List 1 and 54 on List 2. Each list began and ended with a three-word buffer composed of filler words that did not appear on the memory test. The 48 focal words (24 HF and 24 LF) comprised the remainder of the list, and they were presented in random order. Thus, over the two lists, subjects were exposed to 48 HF words and 48 LF words, randomly intermixed on their individual lists. During the test phase, 192 probes were administered in random order. There were four types of cue words (HF and LF targets; HF and LF distractors), over which three types of test probes were factorially varied: presented on List 1 (L 1 ?), presented on List 2 (L 2 ?), and presented on List 1 or List 2 (L 1 -or-L 2 ?). In the categorical judgment condition, the subjects were instructed to classify each probe as true or false according to whether it was a correct or incorrect description of the cue word. In the confidence rating condition, the subjects were instructed to rate each probe according to how likely it was that it was a true description of the cue word, using the scale: 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100%. As is standard procedure with confidence ratings, subjects were told to use the entire scale-not just the extreme values.
Procedure. At the start of the experiment, each subject was told that two completely different lists of words would be presented, one after the other, followed by a memory test. The two lists were then presented on a computer screen, with individual words appearing at a 2-s rate, centered on the screen in 72-point bold type. The background color of the screen and the font in which words were printed were different for List 1 versus List 2. There was a 15-s pause between lists, and after List 2 had been presented, the subject received instructions for the memory test, which stated that some of the upcoming the test cues would be list words and the rest would be new words (distractors). The three types of probe descriptions were defined and illustrated during the instructions, and examples with accompanying answers were provided, so that the subject understood how to respond to each. Subjects in the categorical judgment condition were instructed to classify a probe as true if they thought it was correct for the cue word, whereas subjects in the confidence rating condition were told to use the confidence scale to rate each probe with respect to how likely it was that it was true of the cue word. The instructions reiterated that the two lists did not overlap and that if subjects could clearly recollect the appearance of a word in one context, it could not have appeared in the other. The 192 test probes were then presented in random order, and the subject responded in a self-paced manner. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Results
The factorial structure of this experiment was 2 (response format: categorical judgment vs. confidence rating) ϫ 2 (frequency: high vs. low) ϫ 2 (list: 1 vs. 2) ϫ 3 (probe type:
supplying the dependent variable in an initial analysis of variance (ANOVA) and acceptance probabilities for the three types of probes supplying the dependent variable in a second ANOVA. Summary statistics for this experiment appear in Table 1 , which displays raw and bias-corrected response probabilities for four variables-namely, the two types of source probes, L 1 ? and L 2 ?, the item probe, L 1 -or-L 2 ?, and the DI metric. These probabilities are reported separately for the two response formats, and within each of those conditions, they are reported separately for the list-order and word-frequency manipulations. The probabilities that are reported for the confidence scale are simply the averages of the percentage rankings in each condition, after transforming percentages into probabilities; that is, averages that were computed after transforming 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100% to 0, .2, .4, .6, .8, and 1, respectively.
The bias-corrected data for both response formats were generated by the two-high-threshold (2HT) method. There is a wellknown measurement theory for applying this method to categorical judgment data, for both item memory tests (see Snodgrass & Corwin, 1988) and source memory tests (see Meiser & Broder, 2002) . For item tests, 2HT assumes that each target cue induces one of two memory states, old or uncertain, and distractor cues induce one of two memory states, new or uncertain, with cues in the old, new, and uncertain states being judged to be old with probabilities 1, 0, and 1 Ͼ a Ͼ 0, respectively. For source probes such as ours, 2HT assumes that when target cues induce the old state, they induce one of two source states, correct or uncertain, with the corresponding cues being accepted as correct with probabilities 1 and 1 Ͼ g Ͼ 0, respectively. When target cues induce the uncertain state, they are accepted as correct with probability 1Ͼ b Ͼ 0. For distractor cues that induce the new and uncertain states, source probes are accepted as correct with probabilities 0 and 1 Ͼ b Ͼ 0, respectively. As applications of 2HT give good empirical fits (e.g., Snodgrass & Corwin, 1988) , it has been widely applied in studies of item and source memory-including prior research on overdistribution illusions (Brainerd et al., 2012 (Brainerd et al., , 2014 .
Recently, Broder et al. (2013) developed a measurement theory that extends 2HT from categorical judgments to confidence ratings, and they showed that this extension delivered good fits to confidence rating data from item recognition experiments. Extended 2HT assumes that the item/source memory states that were just mentioned for categorical judgments also apply to confidence ratings. For our experimental design, 2HT specifies that those states are mapped with confidence ratings as follows. First, whenever the state for a target cue is uncertain on item or source tests, subjects guess a confidence rating, using the entire the scale. Second, whenever the state for a target cue is old on an item test or correct on a source test, subjects select a confidence rating from above the midpoint of the scale with probability 1. Third, whenever the item memory state for a distractor cue is uncertain, subjects guess a confidence rating, using the entire rating scale, on both item and source tests. Fourth, whenever the item memory state for a distractor cue is new, subjects select a confidence rating from above the midpoint of the scale with probability 1, on both item and source tests. 2HT imposes no further assumptions about how item/source states are mapped with confidence ratings, and in particular, it does not restrict the distributions of confidence ratings 
), which is the disjunction illusion index. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
within those states. Owing to this extension of 2HT to confidence ratings, the same method of bias correction can be applied to both categorical judgments and confidence ratings in the experiments that we report in this article. We computed two ANOVAs to answer the questions of principal interest. The first used the bias-corrected scores for the DI metric as the dependent variable, and the second used the biascorrected scores for the three types of probes (L 1 , L 2 , and L 1 -or-L 2 ) as the dependent variable. To answer the central question of whether the disjunction illusions that are observed with categorical judgments are ameliorated by confidence ratings, we computed a 2 (response format) ϫ 2 (word frequency) ϫ 2 (list order) ANOVA of the data for the DI metric. Second, to determine how the effects of response format on disjunction illusions arise from differential effects on the three probes, we computed a 2 (response format) ϫ 2 (word frequency) ϫ 2 (list order) ϫ 3 (probe type) ANOVA of the data for the individual probes. We report the two sets of results separately.
Response format effects on disjunction illusions. Recall that disjunction illusions are circumstances in which the sum of p(L 1 ) and p (L 2 ) is subadditive with respect to p(L 1 -or-L 2 ). Without the aid of any statistical analysis, a glance at Table 1 reveals that the response format manipulation had the predicted effect: On the one hand, DI was positive in three of the four categorical judgment conditions (M ϭ .13) and within the range of the DI values in prior two-list experiments (cf. Brainerd et al., 2012) , but on the other hand, this metric only had a small positive value in one of the corresponding conditions for confidence ratings and its mean value was slightly negative (but not reliably different than 0). Because the predicted value of DI is 0 for the null situation in which there is no overdistribution, the appropriate statistical test to determine whether an observed value of DI exhibits reliable subadditivity (p Ͻ .05) is a one-sample t test that compares that value to a predicted value of zero (Brainerd et al., 2012) . For categorical judgments, three of the four tests were reliable: t(118) ϭ 3.92, for List 1/HF; t(118) ϭ 5.34, for List 1/LF, and t(118) ϭ 7.24, for List 2/LF. Thus, categorical judgments produced disjunction illusions under conditions resembling those that have previously produced them, but under those same conditions, disjunction illusions were not reliable with confidence ratings.
The results of the ANOVA of DI values were as follows. (All reported effects were reliable at or beyond the .05 level in this experiment and also in Experiments 2 and 3.) First, it produced main effects for response format, F(1, 222) ϭ 70.62, MSE ϭ 0.13, 2 ϭ .24, word frequency, F(1, 222) ϭ 29.93, MSE ϭ 0.11, 2 ϭ .12, and list, F(1, 222) ϭ 6.78, MSE ϭ 0.06, 2 ϭ .03. As can be seen in Table 1 , DI values were lower for confidence ratings than for categorical judgments, for HF targets than for LF targets, and for List 2 than for List 1 targets. Second, response format did not interact with either the list-order or word-frequency manipulations, so that the DI metric reacted in the same way to list order and word frequency under both response formats. This is an instructive result theoretically. It suggests that there must have been strong overlap in the memory content that subjects retrieved in the two response format conditions, as the task calibration principle assumes.
Third, there was an important Word Frequency ϫ List interaction, F(1, 222) ϭ 39.14, MSE ϭ 0.06, 2 ϭ .15, which qualified the word frequency main effect. As can be seen in Table 1 , the mean value of DI for LF was subadditive for both lists, but the corresponding mean value for HF was only subadditive for List 1. This pattern is consistent with prior two-list experiments in which DI has had larger mean values for List 1 than for List 2, which is consistent with the view that verbatim memories are harder to access for List 1, owing to their sensitivity to retroactive interference (Brainerd et al., 2012 (Brainerd et al., , 2014 .
Response format effects on source and item probes. The results of the 2 (response format) ϫ 2 (word frequency) ϫ 2 (list order) ϫ 3 (probe type) ANOVA were as follows. First, there were main effects for response format , F(1, 222) ϭ .15, which qualified the list and frequency main effects. The Response Format ϫ Probe interaction bears on a prediction that we considered earlier-namely, that if subjects are sensitive to the differing memory demands of source versus item probes, the effect of switching to confidence ratings should be more marked for the former. Consistent with that notion, inspection of Table 1 confirms that the mean reduction in response probability for confidence ratings versus categorical judgments was greater for the source probes than it was for the item probe. Indeed, post hoc tests (Tukey's honest significant difference [HSD] ) revealed that whereas the reductions for source probes were statistically reliable, they were not for the item probe. Returning to the List ϫ Frequency ϫ Probe Type interaction, because this interaction did not involve specific pairwise predictions, we teased it apart with post hoc tests. Those tests showed that the interaction was because of the fact that, naturally, mean response probabilities for the two source probes reversed as function of list because L 1 ? was correct and L 2 ? was incorrect for List 1 but conversely for List 2. In addition, this reversal was more marked for HF cues than for LF cues.
Summary. As predicted by the calibration principle, confidence ratings lowered the DI metric relative to categorical judgments. Indeed, disjunction illusions were no longer reliable, although with categorical judgments, they were reliable at levels that were comparable to prior two-list experiments. Even in experimental conditions that elevate disjunction illusions with categorical judgments (List 1 words, LF words), the DI metric was still not reliably Ͼ0. Thus, the suppressive effects of switching to confidence ratings were quite marked.
The way that confidence ratings reduced disjunction illusions was revealed by examining how the response format manipulation affected acceptance probabilities for source versus item probes.
, any manipulation that lowers p(L 1 ) and/or p (L 2 ) more than it lowers p(L 1 -or-L 2 ) necessarily decreases the DI metric. Here, we saw that the response format manipulation lowThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
ered both p(L 1 ) and p (L 2 ), but did not have reliable effects on p(L 1 -or-L 2 ). Finally, the results for the word frequency and list order manipulations were consistent with the hypothesis that although subjects are less inclined to rely on noncompensatory gist with confidence ratings, the same the types of traces are being retrieved with the both response formats. This is because these manipulations affected acceptance probabilities in the same way with both formats.
Experiment 2
The aim of this experiment was to conduct a much stronger test of the ability of response format to reduce disjunction illusions. In prior research, the values of the DI metric in three-list designs have been three times larger, on average, than those in two-list designs. That pattern was originally predicted on theoretical grounds, based on differences in the number of possible noncompensatory memory relations with two versus three contexts (see Brainerd et al., 2012) . In two-list designs, such as Experiment 1, disjunction illusions are by-products of noncompensatory relations between one pair of contexts (List 1 vs. List 2). In three-list designs, they are by-products of noncompensatory relations between three pairs of contexts (List 1 vs. List 2, List 1 vs. List 3, and List 2 vs. List 3). More noncompensatory relations ought to translate into stronger illusions, and they have in prior experiments (Brainerd et al., 2012 (Brainerd et al., , 2104 . Therefore, our aim was to determine whether confidence ratings would also suppress the far more robust illusions that are observed with three contexts. Similar to Experiment 1, the subjects in this experiment studied lists of words that were accompanied by distinctive font and color details followed by a recognition test on which four types of test cues (List 1 targets, List 2 targets, List 3 targets, and distractors) were factorially crossed with three types of source probes (L 1 ?, L 2 ?, and L 3 ?) and an item probe (L 1 -or-L 2 ?-or-L 3 ?). As in Experiment 1, the subjects in one condition responded by making categorical judgments, and the subjects in the other condition responded by rating their confidence that the probes were true. We saw in Experiment 1 that, as predicted by the calibration principle, this response format manipulation interacted with probe type, affecting response probabilities more on source probes than on item probes. This pattern was also expected in Experiment 2, for the same theoretical reasons (i.e., subjects' awareness that the memory demands of source probes are more exacting than those of item probes).
Finally, we included the same list-order and word frequency manipulations as in the first experiment and for the same reasons. Disjunction illusions have previously been found to be more marked for List 1 and for LF words, and the same was true in Experiment 1 with categorical judgments. In this experiment, there were no qualitative differences in how the DI metric responded to these manipulations with confidence ratings versus categorical judgments, even though this metric was not reliably Ͼ0 with confidence ratings. That pattern is consistent with the view that at the level of memory processes, the same types of traces are retrieved with two response formats, although subjects are less inclined to rely on noncompensatory gist when making confidence ratings. Therefore, we included these same manipulations in the present experiment to check whether DI continued to react similarly to them under the two response formats.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 232 introductory psychology students who participated in the experiment to fulfill a course requirement. Individual subjects were randomly assigned to one of two response format conditions: categorical judgments or confidence ratings.
Materials and procedure. Methodologically, this experiment paralleled Experiment 1, but there were three key design changes. The most critical one was that there were now three presentation contexts-List 1, List 2, and List 3. As before, each list was distinguished by a unique combination of screen background color, letter font, and temporal order cues. The total number of target words that was presented over the three lists (108) was the same as the number that had been presented over the two lists in Experiment 1, and hence, the only increase in memory load was the increase in presentation contexts from two to three. Each list consisted of 36 words, an opening buffer of two words, 32 focal words (16 HF words and 16 LF words), and a closing buffer of two words. The other two design changes involved the source and item probes on the memory test. There was now a third source probe (presented on List 3? [L 3 ?]), and the item probe involved three contexts rather than two (presented on List 1 or List 2 or List 3?
. Thus, although the 192 cue words on the memory test were the same types as in Experiment 1 (i.e., 96 targets and 96 distractors, half HF and half LF), four memory probes rather than three were factorially varied over these cues (i.e., 48 cues per probe type rather than 64).
Finally, the instructions and testing procedures for the two response formats were the same as in Experiment 1. Briefly, the subjects in the categorical judgment condition made true-false judgments about the correctness of individual probes, whereas the subjects in the confidence rating condition rated their confidence that each probe was true of the cue word, using the scale: 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100%.
Results
The factorial structure of this experiment was 2 (response format: categorical judgment vs. confidence rating) ϫ 2 (frequency: high vs. low) ϫ 3 (list: 1 vs. 2 vs. 3) ϫ 4 (probe type:
supplying the dependent variable in an initial ANOVA and target acceptance probabilities for the four types of probes supplying the dependent variable in a second ANOVA. Summary statistics for this experiment appear in Table 2 , which displays the raw and 2HT biascorrected response probabilities for the three types of source probes, the item probe, and the DI metric. These probabilities are reported separately for the two response formats, and within each of those conditions, they are reported separately for the list-order and word-frequency manipulations.
Before reporting the ANOVAs, two important findings are apparent from the means in Table 2 . First, as in prior studies of disjunction illusions, the values of DI in the categorical judgment condition were far larger in this experiment than they were in Experiment 1 (grand Ms ϭ .43 vs. .13). When the six values of DI for the categorical judgment condition were tested for statistical significance, all were reliably greater than zero, with values of the t(116) statistic ranging from 5.34 to 17.54 (all ps Ͻ .0001). This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Second, despite the fact that disjunction illusions were far more robust than before in the categorical judgment condition, the grand mean of the six values of the DI metric for confidence ratings was zero. Nevertheless, inspection of the individual means suggests that reliable disjunction illusions were present in some of the List Order ϫ Word Frequency cells. In particular, they were present in the cells that produced the largest values of DI in the categorical judgment condition in this experiment and in prior experiments, which are those for List 1. The mean value of the two List 1 cells in the confidence rating condition was .15, which is slightly larger than the corresponding mean value for the categorical judgment condition in Experiment 1, and the mean value for the LF cell for List 3 was also substantially greater than zero. When those three values were tested for statistical significance, all were reliably greater than zero: t(115) ϭ 3.43 (List 1, HF), 4.36 (List 1, LF), and 2.40 (List 3, LF). Thus, when much stronger disjunction illusions were induced by presenting targets in three encoding contexts, these illusions could be detected with confidence ratings in some cells of the design. Two ANOVAs were conducted. The first provided evidence bearing on the central question of whether the disjunction illusions that are observed with categorical judgments are ameliorated by confidence ratings. This was a 2 (response format) ϫ 2 (word frequency) ϫ 3 (list order) ANOVA of the DI data. Second, to pinpoint how the effects of response format on DI arise from its differential effects on the four types of probes, we computed a 2 (response format) ϫ 2 (word frequency) ϫ 3 (list order) ϫ 4 (probe type) ANOVA of the data for the individual probes.
Response format effects on disjunction illusions. . Post hoc analysis produced three effects. First and most important, as in Experiment 1, the qualitative effects of word frequency and list order on the DI metric were the same for categorical judgments and confidence ratings: The ordering of DI values by list was the same in both conditions, and DI values were higher for LF than for HF words in both conditions. The fact that there were no qualitative differences in how disjunction illusions were influenced by these manipulations again suggests that the same memory content was being retrieved under both response formats, although subjects were less inclined to rely on noncompensatory gist when making confidence ratings.
Second, the absolute magnitude of the word-frequency effect was larger with categorical judgments than with confidence ratings: The average difference in DI for HF versus LF words was .27 with categorical judgments versus .15 with confidence ratings. Third, the absolute magnitude of the list-order effect, on the other hand, was larger with confidence ratings than with categorical judgments: The average difference in DI between specific pairs of lists was .33 with confidence ratings and .26 with categorical judgments. Notice that, together, these two effects are consistent with the calibration hypothesis that confidence ratings reduce reliance on noncompensatory gist. As previously mentioned, gist memories should be more highly accessible with LF than with HF words, and hence the LF-HF difference in the DI metric ought to be smaller with confidence ratings than with categorical judgments, if confidence ratings target gist reliance. Also as previously mentioned, the list-order effect is assumed to be primarily a verbatim effect, with traces of source details being less accessible for earlier than for later lists. If confidence ratings target gist reliance, manipulations that primarily affect verbatim memory ought to have larger effects with confidence ratings than with categorical judgments because verbatim memory makes proportionately larger contributions to performance with confidence ratings.
Readers will recall that neither of these two effects-larger word-frequency effects for categorical judgments but larger list effects with confidence ratings-were observed in Experiment 1. This may be because of a difference in statistical power caused by the fact that disjunction illusions were far more robust in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1.
Response format effects on source and item probes. The results of the 2 (response format) ϫ 2 (word frequency) ϫ 3 (list order) ϫ 4 (probe type) ANOVA were as follows. First, there were main effects for response format, F (1, 227) Table 2 , acceptance probabilities were lower for confidence ratings than for categorical judgments, and for HF targets than for LF targets. The order of acceptance probabilities for the three lists was List 1 Ͼ List 2 Ͼ List 3, with paired-samples t tests showing that probabilities were reliably higher for List 1 than for the other two lists, but List 2 and List 3 did not differ reliably. With respect to the probe type main effect, the order of response probabilities was L 1 -or-L 2 -or-L 3 ? Ͼ L 2 ? Ͼ L 3 ? Ͼ L 1 ?. Paired-samples t tests revealed that probabilities (a) were higher for the item probe than for any of the three source probes and (b) did not differ reliably for the three source probes.
Second, as in Experiment 1, there was an important Response Format ϫ Probe Type interaction, F(3, 691) ϭ 12.96, MSE ϭ 0.25, 2 ϭ .05, and an important List ϫ Frequency ϫ Probe Type interaction, F(6, 1362) ϭ 10.55, MSE ϭ 0.04, 2 ϭ .04. The reasons were also the same as in Experiment 1. Concerning the Response Format ϫ Probe Type interaction, the effects of switching from categorical judgments to confidence ratings were more marked for the source probes than for the item probe, which confirms our earlier prediction that this should happen because subjects are sensitive to the differing memory demands of source versus item probes. A new finding that emerged from the analysis of this interaction is that unlike Experiment 1, confidence ratings produced a reliable reduction in response probabilities for item probes as well as source probes. Concerning the List ϫ Frequency ϫ Probe Type interaction, it was again because of the fact that fact that (a) naturally, mean acceptance probabilities for the three source probes reversed as function of list because L 1 ? was correct for List 1, L 2 ? was correct for List 2, and L 3 ? was correct for List 3, and (b) these reversals in source probe acceptance probabilities as a function of which probe was correct were more marked for HF targets than for LF targets.
Summary. The most informative outcome is that although the three-list design yielded more than a threefold increase in the strength of disjunction illusions with categorical judgments, confidence ratings continued to suppress those illusions. Indeed, once again, the mean value of DI in the confidence rating condition over all cells of the design was not reliably Ͼ0. Nevertheless, there were three cells in which DI was reliably Ͼ0 zero with confidence ratings, and crucially, those were also the cells in which categorical judgments produced the highest values of DI. Thus, the most reasonable conclusion is that confidence ratings produce small disjunction illusions in conditions in which those illusions are particularly robust; some residual noncompensation remains with confidence ratings, under favorable conditions.
A second informative finding also concurred with the results of Experiment 1-namely, the manner in which confidence ratings reduced disjunction illusions, as revealed by the Response Format ϫ Probe Type interaction. Because the DI metric is
, any manipulation that lowers p (L 1 ) and/or p (L 2 ) and/or p (L 3 ) more than it lowers p (L 1 -or-L 2 -or-L 3 ) must decrease DI. Analysis of the interaction showed that confidence ratings reduced response probabilities for the three source probes by roughly equal amounts (.16 on average) and reduced them more than for the item probe (.08 on average). The latter reduction was reliable, unlike Experiment 1. The indicated conclusion, then, is that confidence ratings reduce disjunction illusions because their memory effects are more pronounced for source than for item probes, but they affect item probes, too. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Experiment 3
So far, confidence ratings have dramatically reduced one of the two indexes of overdistribution: Using the DI metric, confidence ratings produced no reliable evidence of disjunction illusions in Experiment 1, and only modest evidence of them in Experiment 2. According to that same metric, the effects of confidence ratings were sensitive to the greater memorial precision that source probes demand because they suppressed target acceptance probabilities more for source probes than for item probes.
We turn now to the other index of overdistribution, conjunction illusions. For the sake of comparability with the results reported up to this point, Experiment 3 preserved major design features of the disjunction illusion experiments, the chief alteration being that the item probes of earlier experiments were replaced with conjunctive source probes of the form L 1 -and-L 2 -and-L 3 ?, with p(L 1 -and-L 2 -and-L 3 ?) being the conjunction illusion metric. In prior experiments in which the target cues on memory tests had never been presented on more than one list, this metric was nevertheless substantially Ͼ 0 (.20 on average in Brainerd et al., 2014) . Further, in some conditions p(L 1 -and-L 2 -and-L 3 ) was reliably greater than p(L 1 ), p(L 2 ), or p(L 3 ), which is quite counterintuitive because it cannot be more probable that a target appeared on all three lists than that it appeared on any one of them.
There was reason to expect, based on the first two experiments, that confidence ratings would dramatically affect conjunction illusions. Note in that respect that L 1 -and-L 2 -and-L 3 ? is a source probe rather than an item probe, and in the first two experiments the suppressive effects of confidence ratings were most pronounced for source probes. We included the same list-order and word-frequency manipulations as in the disjunction experiments because in prior conjunction illusion experiments, p(L 1 -and-L 2 -and-L 3 ) was also affected by them. By including those manipulations, we were able to determine whether the data in the categorical judgment condition behaved as they have in prior experiments and to determine whether confidence ratings were similarly affected by list order and word frequency. Recall that in first two experiments, these manipulations had the same qualitative effects on the DI metric in the categorical judgment and confidence rating conditions, even though confidence ratings dramatically suppressed this metric.
In Experiments 1 and 2, we tested the prediction that response format would affect acceptance probabilities more for source than for item probes because subjects (a) are aware of differences in the memory demands of these probes and (b) this affects how they process retrieved memory content (e.g., Hicks & Starns, 2006a , 2006b . In the present experiment, this leads to a new prediction about how the response format manipulation should affect response probabilities on different types of probes. Although all of the test probes in this experiment were source probes, the memory demands of the conjunctive probe are obviously greater than those of standard probes. To accept a conjunctive probe for a given target cue, subjects should, in theory, retrieve some of the unique contextual details for each list. To accept any of the standard probes (say, L 1 ?), however, subjects need only retrieve some of the unique contextual details for that one list. Assuming that subjects are sensitive to such differences in memory demands, the response format manipulation ought to affect target acceptance probabilities more for conjunctive probes than for standard ones.
Method
Materials and procedure. The word pool was the same as in the first two experiments. The details of how the study lists for individual subjects were constructed and presented were the same as Experiment 2, except for one change. In Experiment 2, none of the targets on a given list was repeated on either of the other lists. Brainerd et al. (2014) pointed out that during list presentation, some subjects might notice this and adopt a metacognitive rejection strategy on conjunctive probes during the test phase, rather than following instructions to base their responses on information that is retrieved from memory. That, in turn, would produce underestimates of p(L 1 -and-L 2 -and-L 3 ). To control for this possibility, Brainerd et al. lengthened each list slightly to include eight filler items that were presented in random positions on each of the three study lists but that did not appear on any of test lists (i.e., no test cue had ever appeared on more than one list). We also implemented this modification in the present experiment.
The details of the test phase-the instructions and the construction of the test lists for individual subjects-were the same as in Experiment 2, except for three changes. First, remember that the instructions in the first two experiments stated that no cue on the test list had appeared on more than one study list. Those statements were removed from the present instructions. Second, the instructions in Experiment 2 provided examples of item probes, whereas in the present experiment, they were replaced with examples of conjunctive source probes. Third, on the test list, all of the L 1 -or-L 2 -or-L 3 ? probes in Experiment 2 were replaced with L 1 -and-L 2 -and-L 3 ? probes.
Results
The factorial structure of this experiment was 2 (response format: categorical judgment vs. confidence rating) ϫ 2 (frequency: high vs. low) ϫ 3 (list: 1 vs. 2 vs. 3) ϫ 4 (probe type: L 1 ? vs. L 2 ? vs. L 3 ? vs. L 1 -and-L 2 -and-L 3 ?), with the conjunction illusion metric p(L 1 -and-L 2 -and-L 3 ) supplying the dependent variable in an initial ANOVA and acceptance probabilities for the four types of probes supplying the dependent variable in a second ANOVA. Summary statistics for this experiment appear in Table 3 , which displays raw and 2HT bias-corrected response probabilities for the three types of standard source probes and the conjunctive source probe. As in prior experiments, these probabilities are reported separately for the two response formats, and for the wordfrequency and list-order manipulations.
Before reporting the ANOVA, two instructive findings can be extracted from the means in Table 3 . First, consistent with earlier studies of disjunction illusions, the values of p(L 1 -and-L 2 -and-L 3 ) were noticeably Ͼ0 in all cells with categorical judgments. Thus, there was robust evidence of conjunction illusions; subjects routinely judged targets to have been presented on all three This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
lists when they never were. When the six mean values of p(L 1 -and-L 2 -and-L 3 ) in the categorical judgment condition were tested for statistical significance, all were reliable-with values of the t(111) test statistic ranging from a low of 8.28 (List 3, LF) to a high of 9.11 (List 1, LF; all ps Ͻ .0001). The mean acceptance probability for conjunctive source probes was reliably smaller than the mean probability for standard source probes that were false (grand Ms ϭ .19 and .32), although for List 3, that pattern was reversed, with the mean probability being larger for conjunctive than for standard source probes that were false (grand Ms ϭ .22 and .12). This reversal was previously observed by Brainerd et al. (2014) and is by-product of the fact that the false alarm rate for false standard probes is much lower for List 3 targets than it is for List 1 or List 2 targets. The other finding that emerges from Table 3 is that conjunction illusions were not reliably Ͼ0 in the confidence rating condition. The mean value of p(L 1 -and-L 2 -and-L 3 ) in that condition across the Word Frequency ϫ List Order cells was slightly negative, Ϫ.01, whereas the corresponding value with categorical judgments was positive, .19. When the negative mean value in the confidence rating condition was tested for statistical significance, it did not differ reliably from zero.
Response format effects on conjunction illusions. Moving to ANOVA results, the design of this experiment was 2 (response format: categorical judgment vs. confidence rating) ϫ 2 (word frequency: HF vs. LF) ϫ 3 (list order: 1 vs. 2 vs. 3) ϫ 4 (probe type: L 1 ? vs. L 2 ? vs. L 3 ? vs. L 1 -and-L 2 -and-L 3 ?). As in earlier experiments, we computed a preliminary 2 (response format) ϫ 2 (word frequency) ϫ 3 (list) ANOVA of the overdistribution metric p(L 1 -and-L 2 -and-L 3 ?), to focus on the question of whether it reacted similarly to the word-frequency and listorder manipulations under both response formats. It did. To begin, there were main effects for response format, F(1, 226) Note. L 1 ? ϭ the cue was presented on List 1, L 2 ? ϭ the cue was presented on List 2, L 3 ? ϭ the cue was presented on List 3, and L 1 -and-L 2 -and-L 3 ? ϭ the cue was presented on List 1 and List 2 and List 3. p(L 1 -and-L 2 -and-L 3 ?) is the conjunction illusion index.
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2 Ͼ List 3). Post hoc analysis of the list-order effect indicated that the mean values for the first two lists were both reliably larger than the mean value for List 3 but did not differ reliably from each other. Next, with respect to interactions, there was a Response Format ϫ Word Frequency ϫ List Order interaction, F(2, 452) ϭ 22.06, MSE ϭ 0.06, 2 ϭ .09. Post hoc analysis yielded the following pattern. First, as in Experiment 1, the frequency effect was smaller with confidence ratings than with categorical judgments. Second, that difference in the frequency effect was only reliable for List 1 targets.
Response format effects on all source probes. We computed a 2 (response format) ϫ 2 (word frequency) ϫ 3 (list order) ϫ 4 (probe type) ANOVA, the results of which were as follows. First, there were main effects for response format, F(1, 226) Table 3 , mean acceptance probabilities were lower for confidence ratings than for categorical judgments and for HF targets than for LF targets. The order of acceptance probabilities for the three lists was List 1 Ͼ List 2 Ͼ List 3, with paired-samples t tests showing that they were reliably higher for List 1 than for the other two lists but that List 2 and List 3 did not differ reliably (as in Experiment 2). With respect to the probe type main effect, the order of probabilities was L 3 ? Ͼ L 1 ? Ͼ L 2 ? Ͼ L 1 -and-L 2 -and-L 3 ?, with paired-samples t tests showing that probabilities were reliably higher for L3? than for any of the other probes and were reliably higher for L 1 ? and L 2 ? than for L 1 -and-L 2 -and-L 3 ?.
Second, there was a supervening Response Format ϫ Word Frequency ϫ List Order ϫ Probe Type interaction, F(6, 1356) ϭ 14.14, MSE ϭ 0.04, 2 ϭ .06. Post hoc analysis produced two interesting component effects. The first was concerned with how standard versus conjunctive source probes interacted with response format, word frequency, and list order. We just saw that the conjunctive probes interacted simultaneously with all three manipulations. Standard probes did, too, but the nature of the interaction was somewhat different, owing to the fact that whereas some standard probes were true and some were false, all conjunctive probes were false. For standard probes, (a) response probabilities reversed as function of list, naturally, because which probe was correct depended on list, (b) those changes were larger for LF than for HF targets, and (c) those changes were the same in the two response format conditions. Recall that this is the same pattern that was observed for standard source probes in Experiment 2. When these results are combined with those for Experiments 1 and 2, the overriding patterns are that, qualitatively speaking, standard probes always reacted similarly to the experimental manipulations in both response format conditions, and the disjunction and conjunction measures of overdistribution also reacted similarly to the experimental manipulations in both conditions.
The second important component effect was that as predicted on the basis of the different memory demands of standard and conjunctive source probes, the response format manipulation had stronger effects on the latter than on the former. With conjunctive probes, the mean difference in response probabilities for categorical judgments versus confidence ratings was .19, whereas the corresponding difference for standard probes was .07, a highly reliable difference. Note, too, in connection with standard probes, that the reduction in response probabilities that was caused by switching from categorical judgments to confidence ratings was smaller in this experiment than in Experiment 2 (.07 vs. .16). That was not because replacement of item probes (Experiment 2) with more demanding conjunctive probes (Experiment 3) produced an overall reduction in response probabilities for standard probes. Rather, it was because it simultaneously drove up those probabilities in the categorical judgment condition (from .23 to .29), and drove them down in the confidence rating condition (from .16 to .13). (We tested both effects for statistical significance by computing one-sample t tests on the probabilities for standard probes in this experiment, and we found that relative to Experiment 2, both the increase in the categorical judgment condition and the decrease in the confidence rating condition were reliable.) With standard probes, then, the contrast in memory demands between them and conjunctive probes may increase reliance on noncompensatory memories with categorical judgments but reduce such reliance with confidence ratings.
Summary. Substituting conjunction illusion measures of overdistribution for the disjunction illusion measures of earlier experiments did not temper the ability of confidence ratings to reduce overdistribution. On the contrary, the effects of switching from categorical judgments to confidence ratings on conjunction illusions were analogous to the effects of this manipulation on disjunction illusions in Experiment 1. In both instances, illusions that were highly reliable with categorical judgments were not reliable with confidence ratings.
Other important findings are concerned with how the conjunction illusion metric reacted to experimental manipulations in the two response format conditions. Here, remember that in prior experiments, the DI metric responded in a similar manner to the word-frequency and list-order manipulations in both conditions. In this experiment, the same was true of the conjunction illusion metric. List ordering was the same under both response formats, although pairwise differences were only reliable with categorical judgments, and those values were larger for LF than for HF words under both formats. In short, regardless of whether disjunction or conjunction illusions provide the measure of overdistribution and whether subjects respond to probes with categorical judgments or confidence ratings, overdistribution is always strongest for List 1 targets and LF targets.
General Discussion
The significance of overdistribution illusions lies in their demonstration that memory is in contradictory minds about experience. Based on accumulated evidence, we remember events as belonging to too many episodic states as a matter of course. This includes states that are logically or empirically incompatible with one another, such as O versus NS in conjoint recognition and List 1 versus List 2 in source monitoring. The current theoretical explanation of overdistribution turns on the notion that some of the memory traces that subjects rely on are noncompensatory with respect to events' episodic states. Although it seems counterintuitive, some traces that are stored when events are encoded (a) support remembering cues to be both O and NS in conjoint recognition and (b) support remembering cues that were presented in a single context as having been presented in multiple contexts. In particular, FTT's notion of gist traces of the meaning of prior This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
events has those properties: Relying on gist (e.g., "living room furniture") supports acceptance of both O? and NS? probes for given cues (e.g., sofa, couch) in conjoint recognition, and likewise, it supports acceptance of L1? and L2? probes for cues that were presented in only one of those contexts, as well as conjunctive source probes for those cues. Two indexes of overdistribution have been studied in prior experiments, disjunction and conjunction illusions. Although both are memory distortions, they have rich histories in judgment and decision making research, where they are classic examples of illusions and biases in reasoning (Tversky & Kahneman, 1983; Tversky & Koehler, 1994) . In that literature, these illusions have also been explained as by-products of relying on noncompensatory gist (e.g., Reyna & Brainerd, 2011) , an explanation that has been evaluated with various manipulations that encourage or discourage such reliance during reasoning (e.g., Kuhberger et al., 1999; Küh-berger & Tanner, 2010; Wolfe et al., 2013; Wolfe & Reyna, 2010 ; for a review, see Reyna & Brainerd, 2011) . The bulk of those manipulations are specific to judgment and decision making tasks and are not easily adapted to memory research. However, specificity of response format is one that is readily applicable in both domains-the manipulation being whether subjects respond by making categorical judgments or graded ratings, such as levels of confidence or preference. The task calibration principle supplies the theoretical basis for this manipulation, according to which response formats and retrieval cues that are more graded reduce subjects' tendency to base responses on gist. The distinction between categorical judgments and confidence ratings is a special case of this principle that has been studied with illusions and biases in reasoning (e.g., Mills et al., 2008; .
We implemented that distinction by comparing both indexes of overdistribution when the response format was categorical judgments versus confidence ratings. Our core hypothesis was that if disjunction and conjunction illusions are at least partly due to noncompensatory gist memories, those illusions would shrink when confidence ratings replace categorical judgments because a more graded response format reduces reliance on such memories. The results of our experiments were in line with that prediction. Relative to categorical judgments, confidence ratings completely restored compensation among incompatible episodic states for targets in Experiments 1 and 3 and mostly restored it in Experiment 2. One of the strongest findings indicating that, indeed, this effect was due to reduced reliance on noncompensatory gist memories is that the effect was never observed with distractors, for which such memories were presumably not available.
To conclude this article, we briefly discuss three questions arising from our experiments, each of which is of some significance when it comes to the theoretical interpretation of overdistribution and the influence of response format. The first is the details of how confidence ratings suppress overdistribution, which are somewhat different for conjunction illusions than for disjunction illusions. The second is a question with broader implications for the use of categorical judgments and confidence ratings in applied contexts, such as eyewitness identification of criminal suspects-namely, relations among confidence ratings, categorical judgments, and accuracy. The third is an alternative theoretical account of disjunction illusions that postulates a different process mechanism, source guessing.
How Confidence Ratings Suppress Overdistribution
In disjunction illusion experiments, the manner in which confidence judgments must affect source and item probes to reduce overdistribution falls out of the expression DI ϭ p(
, but the calibration principle predicts that they will reduce target acceptance probabilities, increasingly so as probes' perceived memory demands increase. In line with that prediction, confidence ratings did not increase target acceptance probabilities in any condition of any of the experiments. Instead, these probabilities always decreased, as would be expected if confidence judgments reduce reliance on gist memories, and more so for source than for item probes.
In conjunction illusion experiments, on the other hand, a direct measure of overdistribution is available-namely, p(L 1 -and-L 2 -and-L 3 ). Thus, the idea that confidence ratings reduce overdistribution by decreasing reliance on noncompensatory gist memories simply predicts that p(L 1 -and-L 2 -and-L 3 ) for targets will shrink, relative to the values that are obtained with categorical judgments under otherwise identical conditions. They did. Task calibration makes the further prediction that if, as the source monitoring literature suggests, subjects are sensitive to variations in the memory demands of different source tests (Hicks & Starns, 2006a , 2006b ), the shrinkage induced by confidence judgments ought to be greater for conjunctive probes than for standard ones. That effect was observed, too.
Another important finding that bears on the task calibration principle concerns the effects of confidence ratings on distractor acceptance probabilities. Suppose that confidence ratings do not reduce reliance on gist, and instead, they simply make subjects more conservative, increasingly so for more demanding types of probes. If so, target acceptance probabilities will decline, and they will decline more for probes with higher perceived memory demands, as we observed. However, distractor acceptance probabilities will also decline, but that effect was never observed. On the contrary, it can be seen in Tables 1-3 that distractor acceptance probabilities usually increased slightly when subjects made confidence ratings.
Categorical Judgments, Confidence Ratings, and Accuracy
Next, we consider three questions about the relation between the two response formats and accuracy in our experiments: First, do confidence ratings enjoy a global accuracy advantage over categorical judgments? Second, do confidence ratings have a net accuracy advantage over categorical judgments in the particular conditions of our experiments? Third, do confidence ratings predict accuracy in our experiments, and if so, is the relation positive or negative?
Global accuracy advantage. Overdistribution illusions are reality distortions; test cues should not be remembered as belonging to mutually incompatible episodic states. As confidence ratings suppressed this type of distortion so thoroughly, it seems natural to suppose that they must convey global accuracy advantages, relative to categorical judgments, on memory tests. Actually, however, the relation between response format and accuracy is more comThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
plex because it depends upon the nature of the memory test and, more especially, on whether gist reliance is good or bad for accuracy. Across our experiments, three distinct types of tests were administered: item probes (Experiments 1 and 2), standard source probes (all experiments), and conjunctive source probes (Experiment 3). For target cues, item probes were always true, conjunctive source probes were always false, and standard source probes were sometimes true and sometimes false. As discussed, prior research suggests that gist memories contribute to subjects' performance on all three of these tests. Because prior research also indicates that confidence ratings lessen reliance on gist, we expected that they would lower response probabilities in all conditions for all three types of tests, which they did. Notice that such reductions both impair and enhance the accuracy of subjects' responses, depending on the test. With conjunctive source probes and standard source probes that are incorrect (e.g., L 2 ? for List 1 targets), performance is necessarily more accurate for confidence ratings than for categorical judgments. With item probes and standard source probes that are correct (e.g., L 1 ? for List 1 targets), on the other hand, performance is necessarily less accurate for confidence ratings than for categorical judgments (cf. Benjamin, Tullis, & Lee, 2013 , for a related discussion of item probes).
Net accuracy advantage. Although, qualitatively, confidence ratings cannot confer a global accuracy advantage if they reduce response probabilities on all memory tests, some of the theoretical principles that figured in our research predict that, quantitatively, they should yield a net accuracy advantage across the various conditions of the experiments. For instance, consider the two tests for which accepting probes as true is either uniformly correct or uniformly incorrect-namely, item probes and conjunctive source probes. It follows from the principle that subjects are sensitive to the different memory demands of these tests that confidence ratings should lower acceptances more for the latter (enhancing accuracy) than for the former (impairing accuracy). Because the last two experiments were similar in design, a test of that prediction can be obtained by examining response probabilities under the two response formats for item probes in Experiment 2 versus conjunctive source probes in Experiment 3. It can be seen in Tables 2 and 3 that, as predicted, the reduction in the confidence rating condition was more pronounced for conjunctive probes, and indeed, confidence ratings did not produce reliable reductions in acceptance of item probes in Experiment 2.
A parallel prediction can be made about the effect of confidence ratings on standard source probes that were correct (e.g., L 1 ? for List 1 targets) versus incorrect (e.g., L 2 ? for List 1 targets). Theoretically, subjects rely on a mix of verbatim and gist traces as a basis for accepting the former as true, while they rely on gist but not verbatim traces as a basis for accepting the latter as true (Titcomb & Reyna, 1995) . It follows that reducing reliance on gist should lower response probabilities more for incorrect than for correct probes, and that prediction was confirmed. Within each List ϫ Word Frequency cell of each experiment, both correct and incorrect source probes were administered, so that the effects of switching from categorical judgments to confidence ratings can be compared as a function of whether a probe was correct or incorrect, with all other factors constant. Across experiments and conditions, 16 such comparisons were possible for correct probes, and 28 were possible for incorrect probes. When we computed the average reduction in acceptance probability that was produced by switching from categorical judgments to confidence ratings, the reduction was 50% greater for incorrect than for correct probes.
Thus, although confidence ratings cannot confer a global accuracy advantage on all episodic memory tests, relative to categorical judgments, they produced a net accuracy advantage, which could be predicted on theoretical grounds. However, it is also possible to predict, with other configurations of memory tests, that confidence ratings will produce net accuracy disadvantages. To illustrate, consider a familiar type of design from the false memory literature in which (a) the test cues are O, NS, and ND words, and (b) the test probe for each word is either O? or NS-or-O? (Brainerd & Reyna, 2002; Koutstaal, 2003; Lampinen et al., 2005) . Prior research suggests that subjects rely on verbatim and gist traces to correctly accept both types of probes for O cues and to correctly accept NS-or-O? probes for NS? cues, but they rely on gist traces to incorrectly accept O? probes for NS cues and verbatim traces to correctly reject them (Brainerd, Stein, & Reyna, 1998) . If confidence ratings were compared to categorical judgments, the predictable result is that confidence ratings' tendency to lessen reliance on gist memory would yield net reductions in accuracy: Acceptance rates would fall for all four types of probes, but acceptance is the correct response for three of them.
Summing up, the overall picture of how response format influences accuracy reduces to two conclusions. First, if confidence ratings lower reliance on gist, whether they enhance or impair accuracy depends on whether such memories support correct or incorrect responses. Second, it is possible to anticipate what the net influence of confidence ratings on accuracy should be in our particular designs by considering two factors: the configuration of memory tests and whether the effects of confidence ratings are more marked for some tests than for others.
Confidence-accuracy relations. A perennial question about confidence ratings in memory research is how well they predict accuracy (Brewer & Wells, 2006; Busey et al., 2000; Jones et al., 2008; Juslin et al., 1996; Wells & Murray, 1984) . That question has been studied for over a century (e.g., Dallenbach, 1913) and, in recent decades, most extensively in connection with eyewitness identification of criminal suspects. The motivation there is that confidence ratings are used to gauge the accuracy of eyewitness identifications (Technical Working Group for Eyewitness Evidence, 1999), and when faulty identifications are accompanied by high confidence ratings, they are known to stimulate false convictions (Connors, Lundregan, Miller, & McEwan, 1996) . The conventional conclusion is that there is a moderate positive correlation between accuracy and confidence that does not rise to a forensic standard; that is, confidence increases as accuracy increases but not enough to preclude unacceptable levels of false identification (Connors et al., 1996) . Although that conclusion is widely accepted in forensic psychology, it has recently been challenged on the ground that certain eyewitness identification tests yield strong positive correlations (Wixted, Mickes, Clark, Gronlund, & Roediger, 2015) . Further, Roediger and associates have documented negative confidence-accuracy correlations for certain types of tests Roediger, Wixted, & DeSoto, 2012) .
Our data also bear on the confidence-accuracy relation, and we briefly illustrate that fact. First, it is important to note that eyewitness identification is a form of source memory inasmuch as subThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
jects' task is to decide whether cues (suspects' faces) were seen in specific contexts (e.g., a bank robbery), and as in our experiments, a common error consists of falsely accepting cues that were actually seen in other contexts (e.g., parks, stores, and sporting events). Traditionally, subjects make categorical accept-reject judgments about individual cues, followed by a numerical rating of confidence in the accuracy of each judgment, which means that confidence-accuracy is ultimately a question about the correlation between categorical judgments and confidence ratings. In the literature, that correlation has been computed in three ways (see : (a) between-events, which is the correlation between categorical judgments and confidence ratings across groups of cues (conditions) that produce different levels of acceptance for categorical judgments (e.g., HF vs. LF in our experiments); (b) between-subjects, which is the correlation between individual subjects' mean accuracy scores for categorical judgments and their mean confidence ratings; and (c) withinsubjects, which is the correlation, for individual subjects, between whether given categorical judgments are correct and the magnitude of the corresponding confidence rating. Note that the first type of correlation can be computed with our data because the experimental manipulations produced groups of cues whose acceptance probabilities varied substantially in the two response format conditions. Before reporting confidence-accuracy results, we consider whether confidence ratings generally tracked categorical judgments over conditions that affected acceptance probabilities. The most incisive findings are provided by simple source probes, which were administered in all conditions of all experiments and, as we know, could be either correct or incorrect. There were two pertinent findings. The first is shown in Panel A of Figure 2 . If subjects have accurate memory for the contexts in which target cues were presented, categorical judgments will produce higher response probabilities for correct than for incorrect source probes across conditions and experiments. It can be seen that this was indeed the case. Then, if confidence ratings track categorical judgments, mean probabilities in the confidence rating condition should also be higher for correct than for incorrect source probes, and it can be seen that they were. Further, confidence ratings produce better separation between correct and incorrect source probes because the difference in mean probabilities was larger than it was for categorical judgments. Readers will have noticed that the latter result is a necessary consequence of the aforementioned finding that confidence judgments reduced response probabilities more for incorrect than for correct source probes.
Returning to confidence-accuracy, those results appear in Panels B and C of Figure 2 , where mean correct categorical judgments about probes are plotted against mean confidence that those probes were correct. Although confidence ratings for source probes tracked categorical judgments over the List ϫ Word Frequency cells of our experiments, how strong was that relation and was it positive or negative? We regressed confidence ratings on mean correct categorical response probabilities separately for the 16 types of correct source probes (Panel B) and the 28 types of incorrect source probes (Panel C). This produced correlations of similar strength for correct and incorrect probes, accounting for 22 and 26% of the variance, respectively.
The answer to the second question is that the confidenceaccuracy relation was neither exclusively positive nor exclusively negative, but rather, its direction depended on whether source probes were correct or incorrect. It can be seen in Figure 2B that the best-fitting regression line had a positive slope for correct source probes, but it can be seen in Figure 2C that the best-fitting line for incorrect source probes had a negative slope. Thus, there were opposite confidence-accuracy relations with source probes for hits versus correct rejections; confidence strengthened as the hit rate increased but weakened as the correct rejection rate increased.
Overall, then, comparisons of categorical judgments and confidence ratings over conditions for correct versus incorrect source probes yielded three conclusions. First, confidence ratings tracked categorical judgments' ability to discriminate between correct and incorrect source probes. Second, confidence ratings were better discriminators of performance on correct versus incorrect source probes than categorical judgments were. Third, the confidenceaccuracy relation was positive for correct source probes but negative for incorrect source probes. More important, this finding of opposite confidence-accuracy correlations for hits versus correct rejections echoes recent findings that Roediger and associates have reported for item recognition in semantic false memory tasks Roediger et al., 2012) . Based on the latter evidence and the data of our experiments, it appears that confidence-accuracy correlations are positive for true memory and negative for false memory in the two most widely used false-memory paradigms.
Source Guessing Explanation of Disjunction Illusions
To conclude this article, we examine an alternative account of the disjunction illusion form of overdistribution, which was proposed by Kellen, Singmann, and Klauer (2014) and was also considered by Brainerd et al. (2012) . The study of disjunction This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
illusions began with item memory (see Figure 1 ), because these phenomena were predicted in conjoint recognition designs by the verbatim-gist principle (Brainerd & Reyna, 2008) : If subjects rely on gist memory when responding to O and NS cues, overdistribution will occur because gist is noncompensatory across O? and NS? probes. Because gist is also noncompensatory across simple source probes (L 1 ? and L 2 ?), the same theoretical principle predicts disjunction illusions in source designs. Kellen et al. (2014) proposed that source disjunction illusions could also result from a guessing process, which is derived from Batchelder-type models of source monitoring (e.g., Batchelder & Riefer, 1990; Bayen, Murnane, & Erdfelder, 1996) . To explain, consider the Batchelder-type model for Experiment 1, which is shown in Table 4 . Models of this family assume that when a source probe is presented for a target cue (Was bagpipe on List 1?), one of three memory states is induced: M 1 ϭ the cue is recognized as old and its source is recalled (with probability Dd), M 2 ϭ the cue is recognized as old but its source is not recalled (with probability D(1 Ϫ d)), and M 3 ϭ the cue is not recognized as old (with probability 1 Ϫ D). When the state is M 2 or M 3 , subjects are uncertain as to whether the source that is indicated in the probe (e.g., List 1) is correct, and they are said to guess that it is correct with probabilities g and b, respectively. In this model, disjunction illusions are tied to the values of these guessing parameters, which can be estimated from the data if the model fits.
To see how that falls out, consider as an example the first three lines of Table 4 , which contain the model expressions for p(L 1 |L 1 ), p(L 1 |L 2 ), and p(L 1 -or-L 2 |L 1 ). This is a 2HT model inasmuch as there is a detect-old threshold for targets, which is measured by D 1 in this example, and a detect-new threshold for distractors, which is measured by D N (see the last three lines of Table 4 ). As Snodgrass and Corwin (1988) Therefore, if the model fits the data and subjects guess that a proffered source is correct with probability Ͼ .5 when the induced state is M 2 , DI Ͼ 0. If the assumption that the old and new thresholds are equal is not used, the equations do not simplify in this manner. Now, although DI still depends on the value of the g parameter, it also depends on the value of the b parameter. This is conceptually important because g is a source guessing parameter but b is an item guessing parameter. Thus, in the first situation DI depends on how liberal subjects are when they guess the source of an item that they know is old, but in the second situation, DI also depends on how liberal subjects are when they guess the source of an item that they do not know is old.
In the present experiments, the source guessing explanation of how response format affects disjunction illusions is that confidence ratings make subjects more conservative when they are in states of uncertainty (M 2 and M 3 ) with respect to whether indicated source probes are correct. In other words, confidence ratings reduce the values of the g and b parameters, which Kellen et al. (2014) suggested could be done if subjects more carefully match their guesses to test cues' base rates. That is how the model in Table 4 explains the fact that confidence ratings reduce target DI values. However, note that this explanation makes the further prediction that confidence ratings will reduce acceptance probabilities for distractors as well as targets because the parameter b appears in the expressions for distractors: p(L1?|D) ϭ (1 Ϫ D N )b and p(L2?|D) ϭ (1 Ϫ D N )b. With respect to that prediction, recall that confidence ratings never reduced distractor acceptance probabilities in any of our experiments, and hence, the distractor data did not support the source guessing explanation.
At a more general level, we concluded in prior work (Brainerd et al., 2012 that the verbatim-gist account has some theoretical advantages over the source guessing account of disjunction illusions. The main ones are (a) parsimony, (b) breadth of empirical support, and (c) predictive power. Concerning a, the verbatim-gist account explains overdistribution in both item and source memory with a single idea, whereas source guessing only explains disjunction illusions in source memory. As we have seen, there is substantial evidence of overdistribution in item memory as well as in source memory, and actually, the item evidence is more extensive (see Figure 1) . Consequently, if we adopt the guessing account for source memory, the verbatim-gist account (or other theoretical principles) is still needed to explain item disjunction illusions.
Turning to the second advantage, the empirical basis for the distinction between verbatim and gist memory is broader than that for source guessing. The former distinction has been widely implemented in both the judgment and decision making and memory literatures (for reviews, see Brainerd & Reyna, 2005; Reyna & Brainerd, 2011) . It has been used to explain classic effects in each literature and to predict new ones-including counterintuitive effects such as developmental reversals in false memory and in reasoning illusions. Various manipulations have been identified that shift memory in a verbatim or gist Table 4 Processes That Are Measured in Batchelder and Riefer's (1990) and Bayen et al.'s (1996) 
Note. With respect to the proof in the text that disjunction illusions in source memory depend on the value of the g parameter, D 1 d 1 is the probability that a List 1 target induces state M 1 ϭ the target is recognized as old and its source is recalled; D 1 (1-d 1 ) is the probability that a List 1 target induces state M 2 ϭ the target is recognized as old and its source is not recalled; and 1-D 1 is the probability that a List 1 target induces state M 3 ϭ the subject does not recognize that a target is old and does not recall its source. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
direction on reasoning problems or memory tests, with the present response format manipulation being only one example. Empirical support for the source guessing process is far more limited. In the literature on Batchelder-type models, research has focused chiefly on manipulations that are designed to affect the item memory and source discrimination parameters, rather than manipulations that are designed to affect guessing parameters (for an exception, see Kellen et al., 2014) . The third advantage is that the verbatim-gist account predicts as well as explains overdistribution illusions. It predicted these phenomena in item memory before they were observed, on the ground that gist memory is noncompensatory-that it supports remembering O and NS cues as both old and new. Evidence confirming that prediction and extending it to source designs was reported before the source guessing explanation was proposed. In contrast, as Brainerd et al. (2015) discussed, source guessing cannot predict any specific relation between p(L 1 ?|L 1 ) ϩ p(L 1 ?|L 2 ) and p(L-or-L 2 ?|L 1 ). Rather, it only explains observed relations ex post facto because, as we saw, it permits all possible relations between p(L 1 ?|L 1 ) ϩ p(L 1 ?|L 2 ) and p(L-or-L 2 |L 1 ), depending on the estimated value of g. With our response format manipulation, source guessing makes no advance prediction that confidence ratings will suppress the DI metric. There is only the mathematical constraint that if that happens and if the model in Table 4 fits the data, the g parameter will have smaller values in the confidence rating condition. Thus, the source guessing explanation depends on disjunction illusions, rather than disjunction illusions depending on the source guessing explanation. Data must exist before models can be fit and parameters estimated, from which it follows that whether disjunction illusions are present in an experiment is not controlled by estimates of g. Instead, estimates of g are controlled by whether the relation among source and item acceptance probabilities is [p(L 1 ?|L 1 ) ϩ p(L 1 ?|L 2 )] Ͼ p(L 1 -or-L 2 ?||L 1 )].
Summing up, there are currently two theoretical accounts of overdistribution illusions. One posits that overdistribution, like various other forms of distortion, is a by-product of gist memory, and it predicts disjunction and conjunction illusions in item and source memory as consequences of that principle. The other does not posit such a general principle and, instead, focuses on explaining disjunction illusions in source memory via a guessing process that figures in source models. As things stand, the second explanation faces a series of empirical and theoretical challenges. However, little experimentation has as yet been reported on this second explanation, and some of these challenges may recede as data accumulate.
